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Experiences rare and familiar are capturing major consumer attention, 
while worldbuilding and storytelling remain key to creating meaningful 
content. 

People worldwide are 
spellbound 

Cosplayers rejoice: themed 
experiences are growing

Nostalgia and comfort in 
today’s trying times

Evolving from storytelling to 
“story-sharing”
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The total eclipse inspires collective, humbling discovery. 

April’s total eclipse was the year’s biggest US travel event. In 

total, the supernatural spectacle drove nearly $1 billion dollars 

in revenue. While the tourism industry was eager to cater to 

eclipse chasers, other brands used the event as a jumping-off 

point for big announcements like Taylor Swift’s eclipse-laced 

lyric teaser. It’s clear the desire to gather, witness, and share unique real-time experiences is becoming more 

cherished and sought after—an interesting juxtaposition to digital media being our main source for “sharing” 

with others. 

What it Means

Events like the total eclipse not only offer the excuse to study and gather together, but the phenomenon incites 

awe and liminal reflection. In contrast to familiar, expected rituals (like New Year’s Eve for example), natural 

events like these are dramatic and rare, offering humans the chance to experience something unprecedented 

and extraordinary.

People worldwide are spellbound 
by solar clockwork

 

Key Takeaway

The solar eclipse reminds us of the power inherent in crafting experiences that elicit feelings of awe and 

unity. This natural wonder wasn't just a scientific phenomenon; it was a communal experience that 

transcended boundaries, sparking conversations, forging bonds, and creating lasting memories.
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This trend was spotted by Erin Ruane | Strategist from New Orleans, LA

https://www.vox.com/travel/2024/4/4/24120289/solar-eclipse-2024-tourism-texas-vermont-new-york
https://www.cbsnews.com/video/solar-eclipse-expected-to-bring-economic-boom-as-millions-travel/
https://www.cbsnews.com/video/solar-eclipse-expected-to-bring-economic-boom-as-millions-travel/
https://www.astronomy.com/observing/20-of-the-best-places-to-view-the-2024-great-north-american-eclipse/
https://www.basketballnetwork.net/off-the-court/nike-just-debuted-the-highly-anticipated-wemby-logo-during-a-solar-eclipse
https://www.nme.com/news/music/taylor-swift-teases-lyrics-from-new-album-the-tortured-poets-department-3615237
https://www.nme.com/news/music/taylor-swift-teases-lyrics-from-new-album-the-tortured-poets-department-3615237
https://ottawacitizen.com/opinion/senack-how-the-solar-eclipse-created-a-rare-sense-of-community
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/eclipse-psychology-how-the-2024-total-solar-eclipse-will-unite-people/#:~:text=When%20totality%20starts%2C%20we%20feel,seek%20out%20the%20next%20eclipse
https://science.nasa.gov/citizen-science/sunsketcher/
https://www.npr.org/sections/solar-eclipse/2024/04/04/1242937503/where-are-you-going-to-view-the-solar-eclipse-npr-wants-to-know
https://www2.gpj.com/insightstrendsjuly2023
https://www2.gpj.com/insightstrendsjuly2023
https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2017/7/17/15965422/solar-eclipse-2017-august-totality-awesome
https://www2.gpj.com/insightstrendsaug2023
https://www2.gpj.com/insightstrendsaug2023
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Key Takeaway

Brands of all shapes and sizes are recognising the power of creating fantasy worlds that people can visit and 

immerse themselves in. Those that take risks, branch out, and go beyond their expected content will create 

deeper connections between audiences and the things they love. 

Brands are expanding on their content, creating worlds for fans 

to escape to. 

As the consumer appetite for IRL attractions persists, brands are 

aggressively investing in conceptual, themed experiences that 

bring guests into worlds both familiar and new. While the gaming 

community steadily grows, so too do the experiences that surround 

said games. Similarly, toy companies recognise their audience’s desire to play and explore familiar fantasy 

worlds. Even car companies are branching out, taking their reputation for speed to a new level. It’s clear that 

brands are betting on content by bringing persona and character ecosystems to the real world. 

What it Means

Escapism is a deeply ingrained part of the human psyche. Delving into literature, video games and film are 

ways we cope with stressors, responsibilities and uncertainties. As a result, it’s no wonder that audiences 

look to escape beyond passive consumption of TV shows and games—they want to dress up, attend the 

Queen’s dinner party, mourn the departed, and even time travel. 

02Cosplayers rejoice: themed 
experiences are growing

This trend was spotted by Erin Ruane | Strategist from New Orleans, LA

https://www.nintendolife.com/news/2023/12/a-new-pokemon-theme-park-is-launching-in-japan
https://www.planetattractions.com/news/Triotech-working-on-new-theme-park-openings-across-Asia,-the-Middle-East-and-Europe-in-2024/3175
https://www.usatoday.com/story/travel/experience/theme-parks/2024/03/20/mattel-adventure-park-kansas-city-plans/73040185007/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/travel/experience/theme-parks/2024/03/20/mattel-adventure-park-kansas-city-plans/73040185007/
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1887103/ferrari-theme-park-europe-rollercoaster
https://www.euronews.com/culture/2024/03/25/everything-we-know-about-the-worlds-first-dragon-ball-theme-park-set-to-open-in-saudi-arab
https://www.vogue.com.au/culture/your-invitation-to-a-magical-bridgerton-garden-party/news-story/b79f48178913afcc9809cfea7b39f4c3
https://www.vogue.com.au/culture/your-invitation-to-a-magical-bridgerton-garden-party/news-story/b79f48178913afcc9809cfea7b39f4c3
https://www.adsoftheworld.com/campaigns/grave-of-thrones
https://blooloop.com/theme-park/news/grona-lund-new-area-planning-applications/


Nostalgia and comfort in today’s 
trying times

In uncertain times, consumers gravitate towards the familiar to 

regain control and find comfort. 

In an era marked by economic uncertainty, global issues and 

unrest, people seek comfort in what’s familiar. If you’ve 

participated in "comfort-binging" beloved shows or retro gaming 

recently, you’re not alone! The resurgence of platforms like the 

Analogue Pocket and nostalgic games like "Rugrats: Adventures In Gameland" reflect a craving for 

predictability and joy. This return to cherished pastimes, where outcomes are reassuringly known, provides 

an escape from today's unpredictability, underscoring a shift in media towards emotional security and the 

power of the familiar as a form of control and escapism.

What it Means

The move towards comfort binging and retro gaming is about more than cultural nostalgia— it's a collective 

coping mechanism where predictability provides pleasure in an era of uncertainty. The shift underscores 

the fundamental human need for stability and familiarity during times of upheaval.
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Key Takeaway

In a time of international unrest, economic uncertainty, and concerns about global warming,  the key to strong 

engagement for many audiences lies in providing experiences that offer comfort, control, and predictability. 

By offering audiences an opportunity to experience this sort of comfort, brands can make themselves feel 

familiar to new audiences.

This trend was spotted by Ian Bush | Strategy Director from Los Angeles, CA

https://www.vogue.in/culture-and-living/content/why-do-you-find-comfort-in-rewatching-your-favourite-tv-shows-over-and-over-again
https://storymaps.com/stories/16131f5fef03478e8fb0ab15b55d041b
https://arstechnica.com/gaming/2024/01/flurry-of-firmware-updates-makes-analogue-pocket-an-even-better-retro-handheld/
https://press-start.com.au/news/2024/03/21/rugrats-adventures-in-gameland-is-a-nostalgic-treat/
https://time.com/6177365/why-do-i-rewatch-tv-shows/


Shifts in content consumption highlight a preference for 

authentic, reciprocal stories over spectacle.

Content consumption is evolving, as seen with the TikTok doom 

scroll series “Who TF Did I Marry?” overshadowing the summer 

box office, which marked 2023 as the year of the "Flopbuster." 

The Barbenheimer phenomenon further illustrates this viral shift in how stories transform and transpose 

across different mediums, underscoring a growing preference for audiences to be a part of the journey more 

than simply being voyeurs to spectacle. This trend signals a reemergence of stories as a cultural bonding 

agent, like campfire stories where a well-chosen word over a flame holds as much power as any CGI monster 

on a big screen. It's about sharing our stories, not just telling them.

What it Means

Consumers are looking for more interactive and crowd-sourced entertainment. This cultural preference shift 

deeply impacts how fans and brands connect with each other in our increasingly democratised media and 

content landscape, where we can all be a part of the same story in real time and contribute to it as it unfolds.

04Evolving from storytelling to
“story-sharing” 

Key Takeaway

The future of storytelling isn’t “storytelling” at all—it’s “story-sharing.” It’s the balance between authenticity 

and spectacle, with interactivity and adaptability being key. For events and experiences this paradigm 

shift around shared narratives unlocks the potential for even more meaningful audience engagement. 

This trend was spotted by Ian Bush | Strategy Director from Los Angeles, CA

https://www.glamour.com/story/heres-why-everyones-watching-the-who-tf-did-i-marry-series-on-tiktok
https://www.bbc.com/culture/article/20230705-does-indiana-jones-and-the-dial-of-destiny-mark-the-era-of-the-flopbuster
https://www.empireonline.com/movies/features/how-barbenheimer-ruled-the-box-office/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/13/magazine/movie-memes.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/13/magazine/movie-memes.html


People, brands and marketers continue to push the boundaries of physical and 
digital experiences, with new and creative executions popping up across the globe.

OUT-THERE
EXPERIENCES

Well now you can! 
McDonald’s recently 
debuted a series of 
billboards in the 
Netherlands that contain 
the distinct aroma of 
McDonald's fries. 

Ever Wish you Could 

Smell a Billboard?

After 8 years, Boston 
Dynamics’ Atlas has been 
released and it’s just as 
creepy as you’d think. The 
robot has superhuman 
strength and a superhuman 
ability to get up from the 
ground...

Boston Dynamics 

Drops it’s Latest 

Humanoid 

The arid city of Dubai saw two 
years worth of rainfall in just two 
days and some conspiracy 
theorists believe the UAE’s use 
of “cloud seeding” is to blame. 

Dubai Experiences 

Record Breaking 

Rainfall 

IKEA just released a furniture 
collection specifically for 
gamers. Instead of edgy 
gamer vibes the design 
aesthetics are intended to fit 
in with existing home decor.  

IKEA Releases a 

Gaming Collection

https://www.nbcchicago.com/news/local/mcdonalds-debuts-worlds-first-billboards-that-smell-like-mcdonalds-fries/3408639/
https://www.nbcchicago.com/news/local/mcdonalds-debuts-worlds-first-billboards-that-smell-like-mcdonalds-fries/3408639/
https://www.morningbrew.com/daily/stories/new-atlas-humanoid-from-boston-dynamics-dropped
https://www.morningbrew.com/daily/stories/new-atlas-humanoid-from-boston-dynamics-dropped
https://www.morningbrew.com/daily/stories/new-atlas-humanoid-from-boston-dynamics-dropped
https://www.morningbrew.com/daily/stories/2024/04/18/storms-flood-dubai-conspiracy-theories-follow
https://www.morningbrew.com/daily/stories/2024/04/18/storms-flood-dubai-conspiracy-theories-follow
https://www.morningbrew.com/daily/stories/2024/04/18/storms-flood-dubai-conspiracy-theories-follow
https://www.theverge.com/2024/4/15/24130721/ikea-brannboll-gaming-furniture-range-chair-inflatable-announcement
https://www.theverge.com/2024/4/15/24130721/ikea-brannboll-gaming-furniture-range-chair-inflatable-announcement

